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y editor is on
a roll at the
moment when
it comes to
sourcing vehicles. The last
two have made me want to go ooh!
and aah! and where can I buy this
car? And now here’s a third on the
bounce. Someone put him out, the
guy’s on fire.
What a creation we have to talk
about this week, a complete bolt out
of the blue.
Not that I had any idea at all what
was waiting for me when I returned
home to leafy Berkshire late Saturday
afternoon. It had been a solid week
of head down, finishing with the
craziest day of my career thus far.
It began with the usual 4.30am
Friday start in between which there
would be The Breakfast Show on
Radio 2 with guests, Irish enigma
Enya, her Irish compatriots The
Corrs, Russian billionaire Evgeny
Lebedev, and the effervescent force
of nature that is Darcey Bussell. But
that wasn’t what was on my mind.
After the radio show it was straight
to TFI Friday for a super music
special with ELO, The Stereophonics,
James Bay, Mark Ronson and Little
Mix. But that wasn’t it either.
All I could think about was my
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third job of the day, jumping on a
motorbike the moment TFI finished
and hot-footing it to the Olympic
Stadium to make a Top Gear film

with F1’s David Coulthard and
Daniel Ricciardo.
Now that’s a day. And a bit.
I got back home at 6.40am Sat
urday, 26 hours and ten minutes
after my alarm had gone off. And
the strangest thing? I wasn’t that
tired, I could have carried on.
Four hours and 50 miles later,
however, at my mum’s for our regular Saturday bacon sarnies and sofa
day, it was a different story, I couldn’t
keep my eyes open. Not even for Ice
Road Truckers or American Pickers.
I had just about rejoined the land
of the living when we arrived home
at teatime to hear Noah shriek with
excitement: ‘Dad, it’s in the garage
and it’s really old and beautiful.’
‘What is?’
‘This week’s Mail on Sunday car.’
And how right he was. Cars, for
the most part, are the opposite of
people. The older they are the better
they look. And there are few betterlooking than the MG Roadster, of
which I’ve had the good fortune to
own four over the years: two MGAs,
both old English white; and two Bs:
one lime flower and the other indigo
blue. Except there has never been a
Roadster like this.
I was completely unaware of The

Abingdon Edition when I began
squinting and fiddling to suss out
how one starts the darned thing.
Yes, there was the standard ignition
in the usual place, but I have learnt
that the key is reluctant to turn past
what’s usually required to fire up the
auxiliary systems, there’s more going
on than at first meets the eye.
‘Mmm,’ I thought, ‘what do we
have here then?’ as I spied the
non-regulation big fat starter button.
And what else was this? Electric
window switchgear and 170mph on
the speedo. Eh?
Turns out I was sitting in the
Eagle E-Type of the MG world. The
exact same philosophy, only almost
£30k cheaper. That said, this car is
still a staggering £95,400. Which
is just so much money for a cute little
MGB, regardless of any upgrades,
mods and general all-round wizardry. Or is it?
Frontline Developments is the
company responsible for the redreaming of one of Britain’s all-time
classics, and what it has pulled off
is nothing short of magnificent,
with a huge dollop of audaciousness
thrown in for good measure.
Everything is brand new but still
manages to feel old. Everything is so
much more powerful yet still comes
across as authentic and credible.
As if to suggest this is how the B
Roadster should always have been.
We are talking more than 300 of
your finest British-built horsepower

exploding underneath the bonnet
of a package that weighs less than
900kg. A serious power-to-weight
equation and, my goodness, what
performance such a top-heavy fraction can yield.
Zero to 60mph in 3.8 seconds. Are
we sure? That’s verging on criminal.
Heartbreaking for wannabe trafficlight drag rivals. I didn’t know
whether to laugh or cry.
Laugh because I couldn’t believe
the rasping response every time I
blipped the throttle. Cry because
I wished every MGB was like this.
The burble and gurgling under the
bonnet and all around the cockpit is
incredible. That perfect combination
of front-engine roar and tailpipe pop
ping coming together to send wave
after wave of goosebumps.
And all from a brand-new trickedup Mazda engine producing almost
double its original grunt. But what’s
the car actually like to drive?
How about perfect? Well, almost.
Way more than any MG ever should
be, that’s for certain. Superb through
the (six!) gears. Gorgeous, smooth

tech spec

£95,400, frontlinedevelopments.com
Engine 2.5-litre Mazda petrol
Transmission Six-speed manual
Power 304hp
0-60mph 3.8 seconds
Top speed 160mph
Fuel consumption 36mpg

(variable powered!) steering. Brakes,
a little soft and laggy perhaps but
when they kick in, more than capable of coping with all they need to.
This car is one of those marvellous
machines that commands you to

zero to 60mph
in 3.8 seconds.
that’s verging
on criminal

And the verdict?
‘A bonkers but brilliant
car. Let’s forget the
cost and focus on the
fact that this is one of the
world’s dream machines’

think about nothing else save for the
romance of the open road from the
moment you hunker down behind
the wheel. Therapy without the
tissues, transcendental meditation
without the woo-woo. Freedom.
And it’s not just the pep and escapism that Frontline has nailed in its
reinvention – the interior is a revelation, too. Plush leather seats, heated
if one so desires, sat-nav and all that
other mother jazz.
Even though it is impossible to
completely ragtag-proof a convertible-period MG, they have come as
close as is humanly possible. Besides,
total insulation from the elements

and a heating system that does more
than 50 per cent of what its controls
suggest would be a bit too un-MG.
I almost enjoyed freezing to death
for the first 20 minutes of my 5am,
sub-zero commute last Monday.
This is the week my boss on Event
asks me to compile my top ten cars
of the year, which I had already more
or less completed, but which I will
now have to revisit to make room for
this surprise curve ball.
I still have no idea who in their
right mind would spend more than
£95,000 on a bonkers but brilliant
car like this but, hey, let’s forget the
cost for the moment and focus on
the fact that this is one of the world’s
official dream machines.
In fact, I can’t imagine a ride that
could inspire a bigger grin. I’m still
in shock. It really was that good.
Despite the Morris Marina door
pulls, dodgy retro radio and an indicator stalk that did more flashing of
headlights than blinking of indicators, I am in love. Yet again.
Five stars please – just don’t look
at that price tag.

OMG!

TIM ANDREW/DENNIS SYNDICATION

You can’t get better than the
British classic open-top MGB
Roadster... can you? How about
£95,400-worth of modern
improvements and a huge
new Mazda MX5 engine?

VINTAGE ★★★★★
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CLASSIC ★★★★★

RETRO ★★★★★

SECOND-HAND ★★★★★

SCRAP ★★★★★
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